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Life at Home —
The Key to
Independence

CareMinders® Home
Care is a private home
care agency specializing
in comprehensive
services which are
customized to meet
varied individual needs.
We are dedicated to
providing safe, caring
and understanding
companionship, personal
care, skilled nursing care,
and home support services to
physically-challenged, convalescing and
dependent individuals of all ages in the
comfort of their own homes.

We can be there to help
whether you need us for
just a few hours each day,
or for 24 hours a day,
7 days a week.

There's No Place
Like Home

Unforeseen circumstances can make
the simplest of life's activities a
challenge. When they arise you want
the security of being in your own home,
where familiar surroundings allow you to
maintain the lifestyle and sense of
freedom you're accustomed to–which
you deserve and have earned–in the
close comfort of family and friends.
Assistance from a non-family
member may be all you need to
realize this desire.

For more locations, please visit:

careminders.com

Each CareMinders® Home Care office
is independently owned and operated.
For franchise opportunities call toll free:
1-877-264-6337

Nursing, Personal
Care and
Companion Care
“Your Comfort, Our Responsibility”SM

Building
Relationships

Choosing a caregiver to assist you or a
parent, child or other loved one is no
small decision. Where do you turn, and
what kind of caregiver do you need?

Why Choose CareMinders®?
• Industry-exclusive background screening
• Drug-free and alcohol-free workplace
• All care supervised by nurses
• High standards and consistent oversight
exceeding state requirements
• Care is focused on safety, fall prevention
and risk reduction
• Extensive caregiver training using both
classroom and e-learning instruction methods
• Individualized Assessment and Care Planning
• Telephony validation and alert system for
caregiver attendance
• Electronic caregiver-to-client compatibility
matching
• Rigorous driving safety standards for
caregivers responsible for transporting clients
• Contingency planning for emergencies
• Wide range of fully-customizable services to
meet the unique and specific needs of clients

At CareMinders® Home Care we know
the trusted value of a solid relationship.
We begin to build one with you from the
very start with an in-home assessment to
determine your needs. From there we
develop a customized plan with you to
meet those needs and address your
specific goals and desires. Of course,
an important part of this process is
identifying your ideal caregiver.

Our Caregivers

It takes someone special to become a
caregiver for the best team in the
business! We insist our caregivers
represent our ideals of integrity, loyalty
and empathy, and we make
all efforts to match their
qualifications, interests
and unique

characteristics with your needs. Equally
important, all of our caregivers are
required to pass our industry-exclusive
background screening process, giving
you the assurance you need to trust a
caregiver in your home. In addition to
our rigorous screening, CareMinders®
Home Care is a drug-free and alcoholfree workplace, and all of our caregivers
are insured and bonded for your added
peace of mind. We believe you deserve
the utmost safety and security.

CareMinders® Home Care offers a vast
range of medical and non-medical
services and assistance, both long- and
short-term, to people of all ages. We
can be there to meet your needs
whether you need us for just a few
hours, or for 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week. Live-in services are also available.
The following is just a partial list of our services
which can be customized to the specific needs
of you or your loved one:

After all, your
comfort is our
responsibility.

Nursing Services

• full-time, part-time or per-visit basis
• customized to your specific needs
• always provided under the direction of
your physician

Personal Care Services

• bathing and grooming
• dressing
• oral hygiene
• mobility and ambulation
• transferring and positioning
• feeding
• toileting and incontinence care

Companion Care Services

• companionship and conversation
• activity planning and participation
• meal planning and preparation
• light housekeeping
• pet care
• running errands
Falls are a leading cause of hospitalization and
subsequent admission to a nursing home by the
elderly. In all instances, our clients are assessed
for potential risk of fall, and necessary preventative
precautions are taken and planned for.
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